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Grove Website Launched 
 
► Wuhan/Barcelona based Prestige Hydrogen Fuel Cell Car Manufacturer Grove today 

launches it’s first website 
► Before car launch the website offers an insight into some of the technologies Grove cars 

will demonstrate including lightweight Body and a sophisticated Hydrogen Fuel Cell 
Hybrid Powertrain 

► New and Experienced candidates for the Automotive Industry are also invited to view 
the website which features open positions as well as further information about the 
company 

► www.grove-auto.com (International/English) 

► www.grove.com.cn (China/Chinese) 
 

 
Wuhan, China, March 19, 2019: Grove Automotive Company Launched Publicly today, also 
releases both Chinese and International Brand Websites.  With a focus on the company, human 
resources and an overview of the technology until the first of the Grove vehicles is released at 
the Shanghai Motorshow, April 16, 2019, the website provides an exciting overview into what is 
to come from the worlds newest and possibly most innovative car maker. 
 
‘As the first interaction many people we have with our Brand, the Grove website gives a glimpse 
of what is to come.  Naturally we hold back our vehicle information until we are to release the 
first of our cars next month, but what we want to do is prepare the world for a car maker for the 
first time totally dedicated to Hydrogen and cars that are optimised to be more efficient and 
eminently enjoyable’, says Professor Hao Yiguo, CEO of Grove Automotive Co. Ltd. 
 
The Internet introduces the initial status of the company, Headquartered and Producing in 
Wuhan, with Design Centre in Barcelona, Spain and with it’s second production site in 
Chongqing.  The Founders of the company are identified including Professor Hao, leader of 
Innovative Technology Pioneering Company Institute of Geosciences and Environment (IGE) 
which is also parent company of Grove and other experienced Automotive Executives Brendan 
Norman with over 25 years Automotive leadership Experience within companies including 
BMW and Audi and Chris Reitz, Leading designer with Experience from Fiat, Nissan and Audi. 
 
Exciting for many will be the first exposure of Grove’s technical offer.   Grove will be the first 
volume manufacturer in the world to focus exclusively on Hydrogen Fuel Cell Vehicles.   
Offering Zero Emission Travel, but while respecting the lifestyle of customers to travel long 
distances and to be refuelled quickly.   This is in part due to the sophisticated Powertrain 
developed by Groves own in house team but also due to the use of advanced materials in the 
body, significantly Carbon Fibre where Grove will introduce one of the first Mass produced 
cars featuring a Carbon Fibre Body. 
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The Grove website teases an exciting future ahead, there is advanced information on the 
Grove App which will allow control and interaction with the car as well as access to some 
other activities in the Grove World.   The company introduced that there will be 3 cars 
launched soon, details are not provided at this stage but the emphasis on the company is 
soon – maybe a surprise is just around the corner. 
 
Grove also identifies that as of the Shanghai Motorshow customers will be able to reserve one 
of the first ever Grove Cars, a function also previewed to be offered via the internet. 
 
‘We have a lot of information which is going to be something of a shock to the car market’, said 
Brendan Norman, Chief Strategy, Sales and Marketing Officer.   ‘At this stage our technology we 
are keeping close to our chest until the public release next month but we want people to know 
that something exciting is just around the corner.’ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Grove is a brand of the Grove Hydrogen Automotive Company Limited, registered in Wuhan, China.   Born 
in 2016 and Registered in 2017 under parent company Institute of Geosciences and Environment (IGE).   
Operating Design and Development in Wuhan and Barcelona Spain, with Production Facilities in Wuhan  
and several other locations to be announced during 2019 Grove is a Global car company aiming to offer a 
truly clean Automotive experience from Manufacturing to enjoyment of the car. 

 


